Sail Boat Tear Art

Supplies

- large white construction paper
- blue, yellow, red, orange construction paper
- scissors
- popsicle stick
- glue
- white paint and Q-tip
- circle puncher (if possible)

Instructions

1. Tear your blue paper horizontally to look like waves.

2. To make the sun, cut out 4 identical circles and glue them together. We used a circle puncher, but you can also trace around anything round that you have like duct tape or a tin can. Fold 3 in half, glue unfolded on white paper and glue half of the folded circles for 3D look.

3. Rip some yellow cardstock to make the sun’s rays.

4. For the sailboat, trace the bottom of the sailboat on your orange paper and cut out two that are the same size. Glue one on top of your water.

5. Fold a piece of your red paper and cut half of a triangle out. Glue half of the folded part down. Glue your popsicle stick inside the folded part of the sail.

6. Now glue your second bottom of the sailboat on top to cover the popsicle stick.

7. Dip the Q-tip in white paint and add to the top of the waves for froth.

Thank you
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